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Abstract: This article is aiming at demonstrating that Jonathan Franzen’s sixth novel “Crossroads”, 

while essentially being a realist depiction of an American family’s way of living in the early seventies, 

is primarily meant to entertain the reader. It endeavors to give an answer to the question of what 

makes Franzen’s fiction enjoyable by focusing on plot, characters, and multiple points of view. In 

doing so, the final take is that the author unfolds a tale of morality, humaneness, and kindness. Apart 

from masterfully depicting the American realities, this long fictional work does not only entertain the 

readers, but it also changes them. 
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“Crossroads” is Jonathan Franzen’s sixth novel and the first real family novel as he 

himself admitted when asked about his last fiction work. It was preceded by “The Twenty-

Seventh City” (1987), which instantly attracted the public eye. It was followed by “Strong 

Motion” in 1992, “The Corrections” in 2001, “Freedom” – which was influenced by the death 

of his close friend and fellow writer, David Foster Wallace - in 2010, and “Purity” in 2015. 

By this time, Franzen had already gained fame and recognition. 

In addition, he is well known for his short fiction and non-fiction, in which he clearly 

expressed his opinion about the role of literature and the writer in contemporary American 

society. Thus, “Perchance to Dream” (1996) – later on re-named “Why Bother?” – Franzen 

dissects the roots of the crisis of the novel, and grapples with the novelist’s role in an era 

when media and advanced technology are gradually replacing the written word. The essay 

essentially deals with the persistence of reading within the context of technological fast 

growth and distraction. Franzen’s real intention was to defend reading and writing literature 

for its own sake in a modern world. This has recently become a much more tedious – almost 

impossible - task in an environment where social media has gained a lot of ground and 

importance. The writer concludes with his epiphany – reminding us of Stephen Dedalus’ own 

moment of revelation – at being capable and willing to read and write with a new sense of 

social responsibility, and at the writer’s potential mission to bring about social change. 

That realism is back in contemporary fiction, and in Franzen’s work obviously too, is 

beyond any doubt. While the beginning of the twentieth century, the two World Wars, their 

aftermath, the feeling of desolation and confusion, of the individual’s alienation and need for 

introspection produced the famous but difficult, at times indecipherable, literature, 

postmodern writers literally confronted their readers with a maze of dilemmas by 

‘trespassing’ the limits of the canon, today’s novel seems to push the reader back into real life 

with its ever more complicated problems and queries. It is almost as if Charles Dickens or 

Jane Austen have risen from the dead, wear contemporary attires, write in an ‘updated’ 

language, and are now addressing a public eager to experience and better understand real life 

with its daily conundrums.  Many contemporary artists, including Jonathan Franzen, have 

chosen the path of down to earth realist, empathetic fiction in close contact with the reader. 
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Franzen repeatedly stated that novelists should keep in mind that the readers are their friends. 

The point of fiction is to be Art, and at the same time Entertainment. This is best achieved in 

“Crossroads”, as Dwight Garner puts it: It is warmer than anything he’s yet written, wider in 

its human sympathies, weightier of image and intellect. (Garner, 2021) The novelist himself 

acknowledged that he fully commits himself while writing, gives his all, that he enjoys 

writing and constantly thinks of his readers and their reaction to his writing. More often than 

not he feels like writing in a dream, at the same time being anchored in the condition of 

contemporary America. This is what Franzen himself revealed about his way of writing: I 

think of novel writing like a kind of deliberate dreaming. (Franzen, 2022 )  

“Crossroads”, published on October 5, 2021 was planned to become a three part novel 

covering three generations of an American family. While writing, the author realized that this 

new fictional work was destined to become the history of a family and of a country, which 

would stand fifty years and reminding of Thomas Mann’s “Die Buddenbrooks” or the recent 

“The Neapolitan Novels” (better known as “My Brilliant Friend”) by Elena Ferrante. The 

novelist confessed that he was so immersed in his ‘dream’ that he did not know where the 

story was going, and that the book was almost writing itself. In retrospect, Franzen considers 

that he has got closer to writing the book he was meant to write. In reviewing “Crossroads” 

Edmund Gordon wrote: ‘Crossroads’ is largely free from the vices to which Franzen’s 

previous work has been addicted: the self-conscious topicality; the show-off sophistication; 

the formal heavy-handedness. It retains many of his familiar virtues: the robust 

characterization; the escalating comedy; the virtuosic command of narrative rhythm. 

(Gordon, Oct., 2021)  

Although he has been called a family novelist, it is only with “Crossroads” that he 

finally deliberately wrote a family novel. It is meant to be the first of a trilogy titled “The Key 

to All Mythologies”, an allusion to Casaubon’s attempt at writing an ambitious encyclopedic 

work in George Eliot’s “Middlemarch”, but is unable to finish, as he dies of a heart attack. 

Franzen confessed that he chose this title as a joke at himself, a hint to his own silly project. 

(Franzen, 2022) The title of the first volume has a double significance: it is the name of a 

religious youth fellowship, but it also stands for the ‘crossroads’ all the characters find 

themselves at, when they have to take crucial decisions. The astute reader, though, is bound 

to discover a third connection of the title to a rock song, Robert Johnson’s “Cross Road 

Blues”. 

When asked what the secret of writing a good novel is, he mentioned that you need a 

problem and a tone (Franzen, 2022) In “Crossroads” it is easy to detect both the problem/s 

and the tone. The problems are closely connected to family life – marriage, religious belief, 

church, morality, adultery, sex, aging, secrets, estrangement, ambiguity, neglect of family 

members, relationships between siblings, teenage troubles, coming of age, music, nervous 

breakdowns, drug addiction and trafficking, rebellious behavior, suicide attempt, arson, the 

hippie movement, the Vietnam War – whereas the tone is warm, empathetic. One of the 

messages the author hopes to deliver is one of kindness in a world in which cruelty and 

violence have taken the upper hand, in which people seem to have lost the capacity to be 

kind. Franzen creates a persuasive, socially relevant realist discourse a novel can encapsulate 

and social media cannot, closely intertwined with a deep psychological analysis of his 

characters. 

The question arises: what makes “Crossroads” an enjoyable novel? What makes it 

interesting and entertaining? The first thing that comes to mind is the vividness of the story 

itself. The beginning of the novel sends us back to the past, to December 23, 1971 when 

heavy weather is forecast for Chicago and the surroundings. Much of the plot happens on a 

single day in a span of twelve hours, and there is very little that is not a scene regarding 

family members, their doubts, questions, quarrels. Reverend Russ Hildebrandt is an associate 
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pastor of a liberal suburban church called First Reformed in the fictional town of New 

Prospect, a suburb of Chicago. Russ Hildebrandt seems to have fallen out of love with his 

wife Marion, and is on the brink of cheating on her with a younger parishioner, Frances 

Cottrell. Marion undergoes a midlife crisis too. She struggles with suspicions about her 

husband’s infidelity and her past secret life. The Hildebrandts’ three elder children, Clem, 

Becky and Perry have to take their own decisions, ultimately being estranged from each 

other. The youngest, nine year old son, Judson is the only innocent, untainted  character. 

Clem, home for Christmas, aims at breaking his father’s heart by enrolling in the army and 

leaving for Vietnam. Becky turns her back to the family and marries very early, thus giving 

up college. Perry, the brilliant younger brother with a very high IQ, ruins his family’s life and 

his own future by being a drug addict and trafficker, ends up in a mental institution. The end 

of the story finds Russ and Marion united in their attempt to save Perry, whereas, sadly, 

Becky, Clem and Perry go their separate ways. Becky has burnt all the bridges, and does not 

want to reconnect with parents and siblings. The only one who has learned the lesson of 

kindness the hard way is Clem: Clem suppressed an impulse to say more. Obeying her 

[Becky’s] feelings about their parents, was going to be a struggle. At least there was no rule 

against being kind to them himself. (Franzen 2021, 579) Essentially, this book is a tale of 

morality, of kindness or lack thereof. 

“Crossroads” is certainly remarkable for its plausible psychological writing in crafting 

lively, complex characters. When asked about his relationship to his characters, Franzen 

owned up to his fundamental sympathy for them. Although all the five main characters are 

flawed, ambiguous people who are torn by desires, love, hatred, jealousy, addiction, they all 

fight for status in the world. They are not all good or all bad. What they have in common, 

though, is that they all want something urgently, and take decisions which radically change 

their lives. The novelist dissects his characters with such precision that the readers are left 

with the acute feeling that they have actually met them in real life. 

Russ Hildebrandt, who ironically bears the name of a brave warrior, the armorer, 

brother-in-arms and friend of Dietrich von Bern in the Middle High German epic poem 

“Nibelungenlied”, is quite the opposite of a classical hero, and in Franzen’s own words Russ 

is ridiculous. He is concerned about having lost his edge…not a pretty picture but funny 

somehow. (Franzen, 2022) When the reader meets the pastor, he is on the verge of 

committing adultery. He has been recently excluded from Crossroads by a group of 

youngsters who disagree with his strict rules and the frequent prayers, and he is tormented by 

envy and mistrust in his much younger successor, Rick Ambrose: Ten years ago, when he’d 

assumed the associate ministry in New Prospect, these artfully chosen assertions of identity 

had resonated with the teenagers whose development in Christ had been part of his brief. But 

to the kids who now thronged the church’s hallways in their bellbottoms and bib overalls, 

their bandannas, they signified only obsolescence, (Franzen 2021, 5) He does not like 

Marion, his wife anymore. He resents her getting older, dislikes her reddish complexion, and 

her gaining of weight. There is hardly any real communication between the spouse, unless 

they blame one another for a failed marriage and a joyless life : Marion was inseparable from 

an identity that had proved to be humiliating. It had taken Frances Cottrell to redeem it. 

(Franzen 2021, 5) Not only is he estranged from his wife, but he does not communicate with 

his children either. He has no idea about Perry’s drug addiction or about Becky’s being 

infatuated with Tanner Evans or of Clem’s existential crisis. His eldest son’s decision to 

leave college and fight in Vietnam comes as a huge disappointment. Clem, who has seen 

through his obsession with Frances Cottrell, bluntly asks him whether he can even understand 

how embarrassing it is to be his son. When he finally succeeds to seduce Frances, his and 

Marion’s lives take a tragic turn. Russ questions his faith and his mission as God’s messenger 

and badly needs his wife’s support to restart his life. 
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The issues Marion and Russ Hildebrandt have are those so many couples have to face, 

and which they resonate with. Marion, just like almost everyone in the novel, is torn apart by 

her secret past and her husband’s animosity or, worse, his indifference towards her: She’d 

become invisible to her husband in this respect. Invisible to her kids as well –rendered 

featureless by the dense, warm cloud of momminess through which they apprehended her. 

Although she considered it possible that not one person in New Prospect actively disliked 

her, there was no one she could call a close friend. (Franzen 2021, 127) She has not been 

able to get over an abortion, when she was a in her early twenties, and the subsequent 

nervous breakdown. She takes sleeping pills and surreptitiously sees a psychiatrist, but she is 

not able to tell her the whole truth about her dark past. When she finally takes her life in her 

own hands, loses weight, tries to be closer to her children and even decides to connect her 

former lover, her efforts prove to be in vain. In the end of the novel she and Russ are reunited 

in tragedy, their middle son’s suicide attempt and his major nervous breakdown. Ironically, 

unlike Reverend Hildebrandt, she finds peace and support in her belief in God and prayer: 

…she absolutely believed in God. She could feel his presence inside her and around her all 

the time. God was ‘there’ – no less now, when she was fifty, than when she was twenty-two. 

And to love God even a little bit, even only when she happened to ask herself if she did, was 

to love Him more than she could love any person, even her children, because God was 

infinite. (Franzen 2021, 129) And it is God and her genuine kindness that help her start anew 

and fight for her marriage and family. 

From among the Hildebrandt children Clem seems to be the most unstable, wavering, 

vulnerable character. As a child and an adolescent Clem nurtures special, very warm feelings 

for his sister Becky with whom he plays games, and shares secrets and thoughts: Sometimes it 

happened that she dozed off on his bed and awoke to find herself tenderly covered with a 

quilt, Clem asleep on the rug by the bed. (Franzen 2021, 48) Even later, as a college student, 

when he has his first girlfriend, he thinks of Becky as the perfect companion: Becky he never 

regretted being near, because nearness was all he wanted from his sister. (Franzen 2021, 

108)  Clem loses his balance when he realizes that he does not really love Sharon, that he is 

not able to love and study at the same time. He leaves his girlfriend and decides to volunteer 

as a soldier: But the thought of Sharon only deepened his remorse, because he’d broken her 

heart that very day. Broken it violently, with merciless rationality. He’d shot her down with 

her own moral arguments, and she’d said it in so many words. (Franzen 2021, 308) 

Everything goes wrong after this event: he has a violent argument with his father, Becky is a 

changed person who does not need his care and protection, and he is not even wanted in 

Vietnam. For a couple of years he earns his living by working hard physically and even ends 

up at a farm in Peru where he toils for lodging and food only. When he comes back to meet 

his niece, Grace, he is wearing ragged clothes, long hair and a beard, he is a different person. 

He has learned the very hard way to be a kind, forgiving person. The lesson he has learned is 

voiced by a salesman, who pulls over and offers Clem a meal and a ride: ..that’s the way God 

works. That’s how He takes care of us – by having us care for each other. When you refuse a 

stranger in need, you might be refusing and angel. (Franzen 2021, 573) Clem is perhaps the 

character who most awakes the readers’ sympathy and compassion, but also the interest as to 

what his life will be like in the next volume of the trilogy. 

Jonathan Franzen explained why he felt that it was very hard to create Becky: it was 

not easy to be empathetic with her character because the novelist himself had been an 

alienated teenager, prone to bullying and isolation. Conversely, Becky Hildebrandt has it all:  

In New Prospect the words ‘Becky Hildebrandt’ were magical in the strict sense, their mere 

utterance sufficing to ensure massive attendance at a party or to induce self-reported boners 

in the shop class…(Franzen 2021, 27) She is  beautiful, smart, very popular, the high school 

cheerleader, a queen among her peers. A pivotal moment in her life is the ‘epiphany’ she 
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experiences when in a state of hallucination caused by marijuana. She feels God’s presence 

which fills her whole being and makes her realize that she has been mean and selfish: When 

the next evil wave welled up in her head, she peered down and saw, beneath it, not a 

bottomless blackness but a of kind of golden light. The wave was transparent, the evil 

unsubstantial. The golden light was the substantial thing. The more she peered into it, the 

brighter it got. She saw that she’d been looking outside herself for God, not understanding 

that God was in her. God was pure goodness, and the goodness had been there all along. 

(Franzen 2021, 267) This experience is Becky’s ‘crossroads’, makes her a better person. 

Nevertheless, in the final scene of the novel she refuses to forgive her brother Clem or her 

parents for having wronged her. While she still is the most popular young woman in town, 

kindness and goodwill elude her when it comes to her family. 

The most elusive, slippery, at the same time most puzzling character from among the 

five protagonists is undoubtedly Perry, the middle son of the Hildebrandts. He is the fifteen 

year old genius of the family; his IQ has been measured to 160. Perry leads a dark secret life 

dominated by doing drugs and trafficking them, too. He even has his own hiding place on the 

third floor of the family house. His only real friend in the family is his nine year old brother, 

Judson. When his mother discloses the fact that she has had sleeping problems and mental 

issues in adolescence, he surprisingly retorts: I already knew I was damned…There’s 

something bad in my head. (Franzen 2021, 293) Almost exclusively preoccupied by their 

own problems Russ and Marion are blind to Perry’s tragic addiction. They are made aware of 

it only when he overdoses, attempts to take his own life and sets fire to a building in a Navajo 

reservation. This is Perry’s crucial moment, the ‘crossroads’, when he reaches the lowest 

point in his life: His mind went dark with the flashlight, and then there was only a frigid 

blackness, its only features a slightly less black sky, a matchingly less black passage forward. 

(Franzen 2021, 499) But this is also the moment when Marion and Russ come together again, 

united in prayer for their son’s life and mental health. Although Perry is not a kinder person 

when the story comes to an end, his parents are willing to give empathy and gentleness to one 

another. Again, the last pages of the novel leave the readers questioning Perry’s path in life 

after this very dark episode. 

Franzen confessed that it took him a long time to develop his characters, to enter their 

heads; it is a matter of patiently sitting with them and knowing what they think, feel and 

desire. But when he has done so, his characters are living; they populate our personal world, 

change our lives. This is bound to make “Crossroads” an enjoyable, entertaining novel. 

Jonathan Franzen has reached his goal. 

The use of an omniscient third person perspective enhances the novelist’s mastering 

of the plot and characters. Franzen believes that this technique is more subtle than the first 

person narrative. In his opinion it is a perfect tool, an accurate camera which immortalizes the 

imagined reality. In “Crossroads” the author not only opts for an objective narrator, but he 

also alternates voices, intertwining perspectives, creating suspense, much in the manner of 

Huxley’s polyphonic  technique, although in a more natural, a simpler way. Once again, 

Franzen has succeeded to keep his readers immersed in the story. 

In the spring of 1992 and 1994 Jonathan Franzen taught a Fiction Writing seminar at 

Swarthmore College. This is what Paul Wachter, a then student remembers: On that first day 

of class Franzen wrote two words on the blackboard: ‘truth’ and ‘beauty’ and told his 

students that these were the goals of fiction. (Wachter, April 2011) I dare say that he 

continues to be faithful to the avowal made very early in his literary career. There is ‘truth’ in 

“Crossroads”; truth about love and marriage, about addiction and its devastating 

consequences, about faith, about the immorality of war. Sadly, these are truths governing our 

world today too. There is ’beauty’ in “Crossroads”; beauty in the story, in the characters, in 
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style and language. The combination of ‘truth’ and ‘beauty’ make of “Crossroads” an 

enjoyable, entertaining but also deep, at times apprehensive novel. 
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